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Acronyms
• DLA – Defense Logistics Agency
• DPA – Destructive Physical Analysis
• EP Study – Engineering Practice 
Study
• ESD – Electrostatic Discharge
• JEDEC – Joint Electronic Devices 
council
• NASA – National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration
• PIND – Particle Impact Noise 
Detection
• STU – Self Test Unit
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JC13 TG17-01 Task Group Status
• Conducted three (3) PIND Webex/Teleconferences since 
September 2019 JEDEC meeting.
• Survey questions for an EP Study were generated during the 
meetings.  
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JC13 TG17-01 Task Group Charter Review
Clarify the intent of MIL-STD-883 TM 2020 PIND test in regards to:
1) Device positioning onto the transducer head (i.e. centering). 
Document as written is concise.  No change needed.
2) Training/Testing a device within the boundaries of the 
transducer. Simulated/Golden PIND unit – do we have to run 
every time? If so, what are the parameters of the Golden 
PIND unit.  Training is available from manufacturer.   Golden 
PIND unit usage maybe problematic due to difficulty of 
obtaining those units.
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3) Condition A Frequency and G force if the internal cavity height 
is larger than .250. Less than 40Hz operation and 20g peak 
vibration could damage the PIND test equipment as per both 
equipment manufacturers operation manual.
4) Advances in equipment (e.g. degaussing) verification/setup 
techniques shall be addressed.  Degaussing may be good 
practice – but how effective is it in improving detection?  Repeat 
passes – should there be specific requirements?
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JC13 TG17-01 Task Group Charter Review
5) Shall address static vs. dynamic setup and operation. 
Dynamic is preferred method – better detection.
6) User knowledge/certification of the equipment for their 
application (i.e. theory of operation). Equipment qualification, 
how is that performed by manufacturers’ and/or users?  
Operator & test equipment training, what should be required?
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7) Equipment degaussing and equivalent part degaussing.  What 
is real value?  Any quantifiable data for better particle detection 
as result of degaussing?  Could parts be damaged by 
degaussing?  
8) Batch testing is/is not prohibited.  Prohibited by test method 
paragraph 3.3.1.
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JC13 TG17-01 Task Group Charter Review
9) Other items – received an email from a user with concerns 
about false rejects due to bond wires touching during PIND 
testing.   Task group is requesting data on this subject from the 
manufacturer, user, test laboratories, and equipment 
manufacturers.
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Summary
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• Completed three webex/teleconferences with industry and user 
participation to address task group charter issues.
• Submitted 4 questions to DLA Land and Maritime to be part of 
an EP Study sent out to industry and users.  
Summary
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Questions submitted to DLA Land and Maritime for inclusion in an 
EP Study.
– Are parts degaussed as part of the PIND test process?
– Use of air ionization – Are air ionizers used as part of the 
PIND test process?  Any precautions or recommendations 
when using air ionizers as part of PIND test process?
– Are golden standards used as part of the PIND equipment 
setup?  if so, please describe method.
– STU – How often is it performed? Daily basis, shift basis, 
number of runs? Operator change? Etc. 
Questions or Comments?
Future plans:
• Review the results of the upcoming EP Study.
• Continue to work on improving the PIND detection
Contact information:
Joe Miceli, J.Miceli@anaren.com
Benny Damron, Benny.Damron@nasa.gov
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